Catch Problems Before Your Customers Do

Automated performance testing around-the-clock and around-the world so you don’t have to

Make sure your application is ready for prime time before it gets in the hands of users with proactive monitoring from New Relic Synthetics. Powered by New Relic Insights, our synthetic monitoring tool is designed to let you simulate real user behavior with automated tests that can run anytime, anywhere (even private locations!). Starting in dev, through QA, and into production, New Relic Synthetics can test the entire development lifecycle. With detailed analysis and instant alerts, a breakdown in performance no longer has to mean a breakdown in your business.
Global Performance Testing Dashboard

- Monitor your apps from anywhere in the world with private locations
- Ensure apps are always available to serve your major markets
- Easily narrow down on problem areas with the help of waterfall charts showing detailed metrics for every asset on a page

24x7 Active Monitoring

- Easily set up customizable checks for all business-critical transactions
- Run a test every minute or every hour based on the complexity and criticality of your site
- Accelerate the debugging process with access to response headers for all failures

Visibility into Entire Dev Lifecycle

- Analyze performance and solve problems, whether originating in the device, the network or backend services
- See how your mobile apps are talking to your web services, and dig deep to pinpoint problems
- Understand your most resource-intensive HTTP requests and optimize accordingly
- Better understand performance during seasonal periods of high load with New Relic Insights (included with 13 months of lossless performance data)

Anytime, Anywhere Access

Monitor and test your app’s performance on the go with New Relic’s free mobile apps for iOS and Android. The same great features and functionality, with access to your data wherever you are.

Get started with a 14-day free trial: newrelic.com/synthetics